
Equipping a nEw gEnEration
of fEmalE EntrEprEnEurs



A 9 session program designed especially for 
businesses in the start-up or growth stage.

Sister School is a business incubator that has been 
specifically designed for women who are facing a 
range of barriers to workforce participation. It provides 
the practical knowledge and support needed to start or 
grow a business in Australia.

Participants follow a step-by-step, dynamic process led by expert facilitators, to rapidly accelerate 
their business from idea to launch and beyond.

Sister School is about learning by doing. 
Participants work hands-on and apply 
the skills, knowledge, and tools into their 
business. Our program blends face-to-face 
learning with engaging digital content. 
Our expert facilitators support women to 
move at their own pace and provide extra 
support to advance learners depending on 
their progress. 

Facilitated by entrepreneurs with real  
business expertise, participants won’t be 
learning theory from trainers. They will be 
learning from people who have successfully 
built their businesses from the ground up 
and overcome an array of challenges 
themselves.  

Business is tough, especially for sole traders 
and women who are already experiencing 
economic, geographic and social isolation. 
Participants will become part of a close-knit 
group of start-up business owners who will 
‘get’ what they’re going through, provide 
and seek advice, share ideas, wins and 
challenges.

Hands-on & practical
real skills from  

real entrepreneurs
Join tHe #sistertribe

Global Sisters exists to support women become 
financially independent and stand tall through business.

Women who are excluded from mainstream employment due to their 
circumstances can access a wide range of employment services to help them 
find a job. But what about the women who dare to dream about being their 
own boss and running a business that fits in with their specific situation?

Global Sisters helps women to find their ‘big idea’ and turn their potential and 
passion into a sustainable business. Sister School equips women to start up 
or accelerate an early stage business.

Sister School isn’t the end of our support to female entrepreneurs 
- it’s just the beginning. On completing Sister School, 
participants can access a suite of support including business 
coaching, marketing and sales channels, microfinance, 
technology, and the #SisterTribe, a community of our 
entrepreneurs and experts.

whowE arE

A ½ day incubator program perfectly 
tailored to idea (or pre-idea!) stage 
businesses.

This workshop is perfect for those without an idea, 
with too many ideas or with a very early stage 
business hunch. It is designed to help women FIND 
the ‘big idea’ that they want to turn into a business.
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my big idea and sister scHool is ideal for women wHo:

to be eligible women need to:

Sister School provides women with the tools, 
skills, knowledge and mindset to accelerate 
an idea or early stage business into a 
thriving enterprise. 

It is a flexible and inclusive program that is 
tailored for women from a large variety of 
backgrounds and circumstances. 

There are 9 modules in Sister School and 
these can be delivered in a variety of flexible 
and accessible ways (for example, evening, 
school hours, Saturdays and online).

Be over 15 years (with carers consent between 15-18 years)

Can commit to the program dates and attend the face-to-face or online sessions

Be experiencing some form of exclusion or disadvantage in accessing mainstream employment

To be eligible to enrol for the Sister School, women must have completed the  
My Big Idea Workshop or pass a business fitness test.

programmE

who is idEal for

Global Sisters business education programs are ideal for women who are considering launching a business and becoming 
self-employed, or women who have already started a business (but it’s still early days and the business isn’t yet profitable). It 
doesn’t matter whether it’s a product or service based business - we cater for all industries and business types.

Want to find 
their ‘big idea’

Are interested 
in becoming 
self-employed

Want to become 
financially independent 
and free from income 

support

Have a skill, talent 
or passion that 

they’d like to turn 
into a business

Are motivated 
and ready to start 
working on the 

business 



Say hello@globalsisters.org 

The schedule of Sister School events is available online at 
www.globalsisters.org/publications
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